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We show that the soft photon, gluon and graviton theorems can be understood as the Ward-
Takahashi identities of large gauge transformation, i.e., diffeomorphism that does not fall off at
spatial infinity. We found infinitely many new identities which constrain the higher order soft
behavior of the gauge bosons and gravitons in scattering amplitudes of gauge and gravity theories.
Diagrammatic representations of these soft theorems are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The last few decades have witnessed a remarkable syn-
ergy between particle physics and cosmology. While the
objects of interest are vastly different, the tools to study
them often share a great deal of similarity. A recent
example of this synergy is the notion of “cosmological
collider physics” [1]. Just as how we extract particles’ in-
teractions from scattering in colliders, we can extract the
interactions governing the early universe from the corre-
lations of primordial fluctuations that seed cosmic struc-
ture formation. Thus, N -point corrections (N ≥ 3) of
the curvature perturbation (aka non-Gaussianities) play
a similar role as scattering amplitudes in particle physics.
Another commonality between particle physics and
cosmology is that they are both populated with a myr-
iad of theories and the challenge is to zero-in on the right
ones. In this regard, results based on symmetries are es-
pecially powerful as they allow us to test and discriminate
broad classes of theories in a model-independent manner.
A prominent example are soft theorems which govern the
behavior of scattering amplitudes or correlation functions
when one or more of the momenta approach zero. The
subject of soft theorems has a long history in particle
physics, dating back to the early studies of the soft pion
theorem. The equivalence between the soft photon the-
orem [2, 3] and large gauge transformation has already
been noted long ago by Ferrari and Picasso [4] (see also
[5]), where the leading and subleading soft theorems were
shown to follow from the Ward-Takahashi (WT) iden-
tity of linear transformation which survives after Lorenz
gauge fixing.
Recently, there has been a revival of interest in soft the-
orems, due largely to the series of work by Strominger et
al [6–8] (see Ref. [9] for a review). Along these lines, new
subsubleading tree level soft theorems were found [10].
These results on higher order soft behaviors supplement
earlier findings on the leading and subleading soft pho-
ton and graviton theorems [11–13] (analogous soft gluon
theorem up to subleading order can be found in Refs. [14–
16]). Nonetheless, methods based on asymptotic charges
(symmetry charges of large gauge transformations that
survive at null infinity) have their limitations as they do
not seem to lead to soft theorems beyond the subsublead-
ing order.
In the context of inflationary cosmology, similar soft
theorems have been obtained. The first known example is
Maldacena’s consistency condition [17] which states that
the three-point function of the curvature perturbation ζ
(also known as the adiabatic mode [18]) in the squeezed
limit where one of the modes becomes soft, is determined
by the scale transformation of the two-point function:
lim
~q→0
1
Pζ(q)
〈
ζ~qζ~k1ζ~k2
〉′
= −~k1 · ∂
∂~k1
〈
ζ~k1ζ~k2
〉′
(1)
where Pζ(q) denotes the power spectrum, and 〈. . . 〉′
are correlators without the momentum-conserving δ-
function. Subsequently, an infinite set of WT identities
for the adiabatic mode have been derived in Ref. [19],
with the leading q0 behavior of the soft limit recovering
Eq. (1). This infinite set of WT identities was also shown
to be equivalent to the Slavnov-Taylor identity of spatial
diffeomorphism [20], with the adiabatic mode argued to
be related to the locality of the theory.1
The parallel between inflationary correlators and scat-
tering amplitudes raises the following puzzle: can we ob-
tain all the qn soft behavior of scattering amplitudes
in gauge and gravity theories from WT identities of
large gauge transformations? In this Letter, we derive
an infinite set of soft theorems for soft photon, gluon
and graviton amplitudes2 utilizing the WT identity of
large gauge transformation/diffeomorphism. As shown
in Refs. [23, 24], on-shell gauge invariance determines i)
the leading and subleading behavior of soft photons and
soft gluons, and ii) the leading, subleading and subsub-
leading behavior of soft gravitons. As we shall see, our
results are consistent with these previous works, but we
further obtain constraints on the higher order qn terms
coming from the infinitely many WT identities. We focus
1 The method of [19] has been applied to flat spacetime in Ref. [21],
but only the leading soft theorem was derived there.
2 Similar approach to the subleading soft graviton theorem can
be found in Ref. [22] though, unlike our present work, self-
interactions of the graviton were neglected.
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2on tree level processes in this Letter. The generalization
to loop corrected amplitudes is left for future work.
Furthermore, we comment on the relation with the ap-
proach using asymptotic charges. In Refs. [25, 26], it was
argued that the 1/r expansion of large gauge transfor-
mations and supertranslation charges correspond to the
(sub)subleading soft theorems of the photon/graviton. In
this sense, our xn expansion seems to correspond to the
1/r expansion. However, the method in Refs. [25, 26]
cannot determine the constant of integration completely,
and higher order charges do not lead to soft theorems be-
yond the (sub)subleading order. As a different approach,
it was shown in Refs. [27–29] that the subleading soft
photon and subsubleading soft graviton theorems can be
interpreted as asymptotic charge conservation associated
with large gauge transformation or diffeomorphism.
It would be interesting to compare our method with
the approach based on asymptotic charges. Here, we
note the merits of our approach, in relation to previ-
ous works. First, it is easy to extend our analysis to
any order in O(qn), and indeed we found infinitely many
new constraints. Second, it is similarly straightforward
to treat massive particle as well as massless particle with
our method. Third, the extension to the higher dimen-
sional case is straightforward. Fourth, the effect of the
higher dimensional operator can be easily included (see
also Ref. [30]). We emphasize that our method needs not
assume that the charged particle is massless or minimal
coupled. Our main results, Eqs. (7)(12)(17), just rely on
symmetries, and so are applicable to theories with gen-
eral masses and couplings.
WT IDENTITY FOR LARGE GAUGE
TRANSFORMATION AND DIFFEOMORPHISM
Out starting point is the WT identity (see Refs. [4, 31]
for the derivation) for the large gauge transformation3,
which is given by
lim
R→∞
〈0|QR,αE1B −BE1QR,α|0〉 = lim
R→∞
〈0|[QR,α, B]|0〉,
(2)
QR,α :=
∫
d3x fR(~x)J0. (3)
Here fR(~x) = 1, 0 for |~x| < R and |~x| > R, respectively,
B is an arbitrary operator, and E1 =
∑
massless |n〉〈n| is
the projection on the zero-mass one-particle states of the
theory. On the LHS, R→∞ corresponds to the soft limit
of the gauge particle [4], and the RHS is the expectation
3 See also Ref. [32] for the derivation of a WT identity of the
correlation functions for residual gauge symmetry based on the
path integral formalism.
FIG. 1. The Feynman diagrams which contribute to the LHS
of the WT identity. The black dot represents the insertion of
the current J0. There are infinitely many diagrams where n-
legs attach with J0, and we show the first three diagrams here.
Since the intermediate state should be a Nambu-Goldstone
(NG) one particle state, only the first diagram gives contri-
bution at tree level.
value of the transformation of B, and corresponds to the
amplitude without the soft particle.
We can schematically express the transformation as
δΦi = c0i + c1ijΦj + c2ijkΦjΦk + · · · . In general, the
transformation of the gauge particle starts from the ze-
roth order while the that of matter particle starts from
the linear order. Since we are interested in the scatter-
ing amplitude, we perform the LSZ procedure for the
n-point amplitude for both sides. Interestingly, at least
at the tree level, only the linear transformation part sur-
vives on RHS.4 On the contrary, only the term in J0
corresponding to the zeroth order transformation gives
the contribution to the LHS at the tree level. This is
because the term in J0 corresponding to the n-th order
should contain n+1 number of the field, and can only be
connected with the one-particle massless state at the loop
level, see Fig. 1. The detailed discussion of this point will
be given in a subsequent paper.
SOFT THEOREMS FROM WT IDENTITIES
Applying Eq. (2), we obtain an infinite set of WT iden-
tities. The point is that the we only need to consider
the zeroth and linear order transformation to derive the
tree level identity.5We derive the soft photon, gluon, and
graviton theorems in theories consisting of the gauge par-
ticle and a (complex) charged scalar. Analogous soft the-
orems for theories with fermionic matter fields can be
similarly obtained by our method outlined here.
Soft photon theorem
We take the Lorenz gauge and the residual symmetry is
∂2χ = 0, where χ is the gauge transformation parameter,
4 See Ref. [33] for the proof of Adler’s zero in similar way.
5 This situation is similar to Ref. [19].
3FIG. 2. Diagrammatic representation of Eq. (6).
FIG. 3. Schematic diagrammatic representation of the soft
photon theorem, Eq. (7).
namely,
χ =
∞∑
M=1
ηi1i2...iMx
i1xi2 · · ·xiM , ηiii3...in = 0, (4)
where η is totally symmetric and traceless. For simplicity,
we assume that χ only depends on the spatial coordinate,
which is sufficient to reproduce the known soft theorems
and derive new identities.6
Let us first apply the WT identity to the two-point
functions:7
∂iχ|x=−i∂qS(p)Γi(−p− q, p, q)S(p+ q) =
∫
d4x eipx 〈δφ∗(x)φ(0)〉 .
(5)
More explicitly, we obtain
− lim
q→0Mηii2...iM ∂qi2 ...∂qiM S(p)Γ
i(−p− q, p, q)S(p+ q)
= Qφηi1...iM ∂pi1 ...∂piM S(p), (6)
where Qφ is the U(1) charge of the matter, S is the mat-
ter propagator, Γµ(p, q, r) is the three-point vertex with
outgoing momenta (q, p, r), and χ = O(xM ). See Fig. 2
for the diagrammatic representation of Eq. (6).
Next, we consider the (2m + n)-point function,
B = T (Aµ1(x1)...A
µn(xn)φ(y1)...φ(ym)φ
∗(z1)...φ∗(zm)),
i.e., the time-ordered product of m-charged mat-
ter, m-charged anti-matter, and n-gauge bosons.
6 It might be possible to find new identities if we include the time
coordinate. We leave this for future study.
7 See Ref. [4] for the derivation of M = 1 case. We extend this
result to general M .
The momenta of these particles are denoted by
(p1, ..., pm, p
′
1, ..., p
′
m, k1, ...kn). The WT identities give:
8
lim
q→0 ηii2...iM ∂q2 ...∂qMM
i
n+2m+1
(
q; p, p′, k
)
= lim
q→0
m∑
j=1
ηii2...iM ∂qi2 ...∂qiM
×
[
Γi(−pj − q, pj , q)S(pj + q)Mn+2m(pj + q)
+Mn+2m(p′j + q)S(−p′j − q)Γi(−p′j − q, p′j , q)
]
+
Qφ
M
ηi1...iM
[
∂pi1 ...∂piMMn+2m + (−1)
M−1(p↔ p′)
]
, (7)
where Mn+2m+1,Mn+2m are the amplitudes with and
without the soft photon (q, i); q, i are the momentum
and the polarization respectively. The RHS of Eq. (7)
is derived by the following steps. First we replace δφ
and δφ∗ on the right hand side by the derivatives with
respect to the external momentum p, p′ in the Fourier
space. If the derivative acts on an external line, we can
use Eq. (6) to obtain the q-derivative. If the derivative
acts on an internal line or a vertex, we can also obtain the
q-derivative as9 ∂pjMn+2m(pj + q) = ∂qMn+2m(pj + q).
In this way, the p-derivatives become q-derivatives. On
the other hand, the last term in Eq. (7) corresponds to
terms with derivatives of Mn+2m. The diagrammatic
representation of the identity is clear. The amplitude
Min+2m+1 consists of diagrams where the soft photon is
attached to an external line, an internal line or a vertex.
Thus, in principle, we have to consider all kinds of dia-
grams. However, the identity says that if the derivative
ηii2...iM∂q2 ...∂qM is acting on Min+2m+1, it can be deter-
mined by the diagram where the soft photon is attached
only to an external line, and the diagram without the
soft photon, see Fig. 3. For M = 1, we can completely
fix the amplitudes. The M = 1 case is known in Ref. [4]
and is equivalent to the Low’s subleading theorem [2].
For higher order, we identified model independent part
by using the projector. These M ≥ 2 identities are new,
and constrain the higher order soft photon amplitude.
Soft gluon theorem
Again we take the Lorenz gauge. Contrary to the U(1)
gauge theory we cannot write down the exact χa which
preserves the Lorenz gauge in a simple way because of
the existence of hard gluons. However, in principle, we
can calculate the gauge parameter χ(n)a which preserves
the Lorenz gauge order by order of the gauge field. The
8 As a convention, we take all external momenta to be outgoing
direction.
9 Since the momentum q is introduced as in Eq. (6), the argument
ofMn+2m should become pj → pj + q in order to maintain mo-
mentum conservation (translation invariance) of the amplitude.
4zeroth and the first order solutions are sufficient for our
purpose. To the zeroth order of the gauge field, we have
∂2χ(0)a = 0:
χ(0)a =
∞∑
n=1
ηai1i2...inx
i1xi2 · · ·xin , ηaiii3...in = 0, (8)
We concentrate on t-independent χ. To first order, we
obtain
∂2χ(1)a + gfabcAbµ∂
µχ(0)c = 0, → χ(1)a = − 1
∂2
gfabcAbν∂
νχ(0)c.
(9)
Applying the WT identity to the two-point functions
gives us:
∂iχ|x=−i∂qDa1a
′
1,µ1µ
′
1 (p)Γiµ
′
1µ
′
2,aa
′
1a
′
2 (q, p,−p− q)Da2a′2,µ2µ′2 (p+ q)
=
∫
d4p eipx
〈
δAa1µ1 (x)A
a2
µ2
(0)
〉
. (10)
for the gluon two-point function, where D is the gluon
propagator, Γ is the gluon three-point vertex, and
∂iχ|x=−i∂qSi1i
′
1 (p)Γ
i,ai′1j
′
1
matt (q, p,−p− q)Sj
′
1j1 (p+ q)
=
∫
d4p eipx 〈δφ∗(x)φ(0)〉 . (11)
for the matter two-point function where Γmat is the
matter-gluon three-point vertex. Here (δAµ)
a = ∂µχ
a +
gfabcAbµχ
c, δφ = igχaT aφφ.
By using the result of the two-point func-
tion, we can derive the identity for B =
T
(
Aa1µ1x1 ...A
anµn
xn φ
i1
y1 ...φ
im
ymφ
∗j1
z1 ...φ
∗jm
zm
)
:
lim
q→0 η
a
iα2...αM
∂qα2 ...∂qαMM
i,a
n+2m+1
(
q; p, p′, k
)
i1...j1...a1...
= lim
q→0
m orn∑
l=1
ηaiα2...αM ∂qα2 ...∂qαM
×
[
Γ
i,aili
′
l
matt (q, pl,−pl − q)Si
′
li
′′
l (pl + q)Mn+2m(pl + q)i′′
l
+Mn+2m(p′l + q)j′′l S
j′′l j
′
l (−p′l − q)Γ
i,ajlj
′
l
matt (q, p
′
l,−p′l − q)
+ Γiµlµ
′
l,aala
′
l (q, kl,−kl − q)Da
′
la
′′
l ,µ
′
lµ
′′
l (kl + q)Mn+2m(kl + q)a′′
l
]
+
g
M
ηi1...iM
[
∂pi1 ...∂piM (T
a
φ )ili′l
Mn+2m(pi, i′l) + (−1)M−1(p↔ p′)
+ ∂kl,i1
...∂kl,iM
(TaAd)ala′l
Mn+2m(µl, kl, a′l)
− Mkµl
|~k|2
∂kl,i2
...∂kl,iM
(TaAd)ala′l
Mn+2m(i1, kl, a′l)
]
, (12)
where Mi,an+2m+1(q; p, p′, k)i1...j1...a1... is the amplitude
with the soft gluon (q, a). The momenta and color in-
dices of the hard charged scalars, anti-scalars, and glu-
ons are (pl, il), (p
′
l, jl), and (kl, al) respectively. Mn+2m
is the amplitude without the soft gluon. As in the photon
case, we have checked that the M = 1 case corresponds
to the leading and subleading soft gluon theorems. The
M ≥ 2 identities constrain the higher order terms. The
interpretation of the identity is the same as in QED, see
Fig. 4.
FIG. 4. Schematic diagrammatic representation of the soft
gluon theorem, Eq. (12).
Soft graviton theorem
We take the following gauge,
ds2 = −dt2 + (eγ)ij dxidxj , (13)
where γij is transverse and traceless: ∂iγij = γii = 0. As
in QCD, the hard graviton mode prevents us from finding
an explicit solution of the gauge preserving ξi. We can
write ξ
(0)
i and the zeroth order transformation as
ξ
(0)
i = ηii1...inx
i1 ... xin , δγij ∼ ∂iξ(0)j + ∂jξ(0)i , (14)
where ηii1...in is traceless in the (n+1) indices, and sym-
metric in the latter n indices. In the language of Ref. [19],
this is the “tensor symmetry” which prevents the adia-
batic mode from receiving time dependent corrections,
see also Ref. [21]. In principle, we can write down the
linear transformation of γij , but it is complicated, and
the explicit form is not important.
As in other cases, we start from the application of the
WT identity to the two-point amplitude. It is found that
lim
q→0(∂iξ
(0)
j + ∂jξ
(0)
i )|x=−i∂qD(i1j1,i
′
1j
′
1)(p)Γ(ij,i
′
1j
′
1,i
′
2j
′
2)(q, p,−p− q)
×D(i2j2,i′2j′2)(p+ q) =
∫
d4p eipx 〈δγi1j1 (x)γi2j2 (0)〉 , (15)
for the graviton and
lim
q→0(∂iξ
(0)
j + ∂jξ
(0)
i )|x=−i∂qS(p)Γij(q, p,−p− q)S(p+ q)
=
∫
d4p eipx 〈δφ∗(x)φ(0)〉 , (16)
for the scalar. Here δφ = −ξi∂iφ.
Let us move on to the (n + 2m)-point amplitude. By
using the identity for the two-point function, we arrive
5FIG. 5. Schematic diagrammatic representation of the soft
graviton theorem, Eq. (17). The wavy line represents the
graviton.
at the following identity:
lim
q→0
(
ηijα2...αM + ηjiα2...αM
)
∂qα2 ...∂qαMM
ij
n+2m+1
= lim
q→0
∑
l
(
ηijα2...αM + ηjiα2...αM
)
∂qα2 ...∂qαM
×
[
Γijmatt(q, pl,−pl − q)S(pl + q)Mn+2m(pl + q)
+Mn+2m(p′l + q)S(−p′l − q)Γijmatt(q, p′l,−p′l − q)
+ Γ(ij,i
′
lj
′
l,iljl)(q, kl,−kl − q)D(i
′
lj
′
l,i
′′
l j
′′
l )(kl + q)Mn+2m(kl + q)i′′
l
j′′
l
]
+ (All derivatives act on Mn+2m). (17)
Here Mn+2m(p, p′, k)(i1j1)...(injn) is the n + 2m-point
amplitude and (i1j1)...(injn) is the polarization of each
graviton. The diagrammatic representation of the iden-
tity is the same as before, see Fig. 5. As in the soft
photon and gluon theorems, the last term corresponds to
the case where all the derivates act on internal lines or
vertices. The detailed form may not be important, but
the important point is that this term can be expressed in
terms of the amplitude without the soft graviton.
We have checked that the M = 1 identity corresponds
to the leading and subleading graviton theorems, and
the M = 2 identity is the subsubleading soft graviton
theorem. TheM ≥ 3 identities constrain the higher order
soft graviton amplitude.
DISCUSSION
In closing, we outline several interesting future direc-
tions motivated by the present work. As shown in the
recent body of works (e.g. Refs. [6–8, 34–39], and re-
viewed in Ref. [9]), there is an intriguing relation be-
tween the asymptotic symmetry at null infinity and the
memory effect. A natural question is whether there is
a similar relation between the large gauge transforma-
tion/diffeomorphism at spatial infinity and the memory
effect.
In addition to soft theorems for photons, gluons, and
gravitons, it would also be interesting to apply our
method to studying the soft behavior of the Nambu-
Goldstone mode. (for recent work on the single soft
scalar/pion theorem, see Refs. [37, 40–42]).
Our result may also have implications for elucidating
the symmetry constraints of quantum gravity. In addi-
tion to the first few leading soft theorems that were previ-
ously known in the literature, the identities for the higher
order soft behavior that we found should further con-
strain the tree-level scattering amplitudes in any quan-
tum theory of gravity. It would be interesting to pursue
this possibility, in conjunction with the study of soft the-
orems in string theory [43]. Another interesting direction
is the generalization to the higher spin case [22].
In this Letter, we focus on tree level processes. It is
known that soft theorems get corrections from the in-
frared singularity at the loop level except for the leading
soft theorem [44, 45]. Extending our method to the loop
level may shed some interesting light on these corrections,
see Ref. [46] for a related discussion.
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